FINAL DETAILS
BRITISH SCHOOLS ORIENTEERING
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2017
Saturday 18 November 2017
TRAINING Event - Cannop Ponds,
Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire
&

Sunday 19 November 2017
CHAMPIONSHIPS
New Beechenhurst (South-West),
Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire
Organised by

Bristol Orienteering Klub
and

Supported by the British Schools Orienteering Association
Enquiries to richard.rossington@btinternet.com
Officials
Saturday Training Event:
Planner: Pete Maliphant(BOK), Organiser – Pete Maliphant with Richard Rossington
Safety Officer – Richard Rossington (BOK)
[NB Details for the Training Event are found on pages 9-11, below]

Sunday BSOC:
Planner – Carol Iddles (BOK), Organiser – Richard Rossington (BOK)
Controller – John Fallows of North Gloucestershire Orienteering Club (NGOC)
Safety Officer – Mike Forrest (BOK)
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Final Details
Attachments
Accompanying these final details, will be:
•
•

One blank map of the Sunday Championship competition area in pdf format.
BSO Championships start lists and bib numbers for your competitors.

Cancellation
It is very unlikely that we will need to cancel either of these events but, if you are
concerned about cancellation, please check websites www.bsoa.org /
www.bristolorienteering.org.uk or telephone the Organiser, Richard Rossington on
07970 102219 before 9:00 p.m.

Safety
Whilst we will do everything we can to make this event as safe as possible,
competitors do take part at their own risk.
•

It is your responsibility to ensure that they are properly prepared for the
event, and clothed in a manner suitable for the conditions on the day.

•

No shorts. There are areas of undergrowth and deer are found widely in the
Forest of Dean, so Ticks may be present. Because of this full leg protection
is essential. Anyone without such full leg cover will not be allowed to train
or start in the BSOC.

•

Considerable numbers of Wild Boar are now found in the Forest of Dean.
Should competitors encounter them, they will probably run away but, if not,
back away slowly and quietly and go round.

•

It is compulsory for whistles to be carried, whatever the weather.

•

The event is being held in mid-November, so cold, wet, windy weather is likely. In
the event of bad weather, cagoules may be compulsory – please come prepared.
Notices will be put up at Enquiries in the Assembly area and on the way to the
Start, if they are required.

•

There are paths used by cyclists and potentially horse-riders in the forest area.
Competitors will not have to run along any paths designed for cyclists to use, but
courses cross them. Marshals will be on the anticipated crossing point(s) but
please take care yourself when crossing these at any time.

•

We will be monitoring the time that runners spend in the forest but please
help us by sharing any concerns about overdue competitors preferably
with the Organiser or the Safety Officer, who will both be wearing
identifying hi-vis jackets or with any of the Enquiries or Start team, Do not
wait until the courses close, if you think they should be back, please tell us.

Arrival, Parking
Please do not arrive before 8:30 a.m. on Sunday 19 November.
As of 8.11.2017, the M48 Severn Bridge, for those coming from the South and East
and via the M5/M4, was not showing any closures on the BSOC weekend – but
please check nearer the date.
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Context Map to show closeness between entrances for Saturday & Sunday
To UPPER LYDBROOK
Beechenhurst Lodge

B4234

To CINDERFORD & A41251
Speech House Hotel
To COLEFORD

B4226
Sharp Bends, descending to the West
Minor Road
Cannop Ponds – entrance
Cannop Ponds -Parking

Car & Minibus Parking
The entrance to the Forestry Commission’s
Beechenhurst Lodge site has a large, clear,
permanent sign on the B4226, Speech House
Road, Coleford (see approach photos below). This
is 500 metres east of the junction with the B4234
New Road. Nearest post code GL16 7EQ (Pigmy
Pinetum at the junction of B4234 and B4226 closest postcode to our site.) The OS Map
reference is SO613118. On the Sunday of the
BSOC only, the Large FC sign will be augmented
by orienteering signs from both East and West.
There will be no other road signage.
Coach Parking
You must have pre-notified us if you are bringing a
Coach. There is provision for three or four coaches
to park in the Car Park at Beechenhurst, Lodge, if
they are parked carefully. Follow right round the
one-way system and the Coach area is there. This
is still only a 5 minute walk from Assembly and
closer than some car parking.
PTO
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Approach view from the East

Approach view from the West

Assembly/Enquiries and the Finish are all on an area of open land, called ‘The
Glade’ which is at the far northern end of the parking, next to the Go-Ape course, so
cars are advised to park towards this northern end, as space allows. There is a oneway system in operation which brings all vehicles north up an access road on the
western side, before you can turn back right into the main parking area, close to The
Glade’. There is an area of the car park already set aside for Minibuses/ Vans/
Camper vans, which is marked. This is further round the one-way road.
The Beechenhurst Lodge site hosts a number of attractions, such as a Sculpture
Trail, a Go-Ape aerial ropes course and another climbing facility, a play area and the
Beechenhurst Lodge Café. Please note, however that the Sculpture Trail is within
the competition area and remains out of bounds to all competitors and teachers, etc.,
until the courses close at 2:30 p.m. The parking provision is extensive (740 spaces
claimed), permanent, fairly firm underfoot and pay-and-display.
Pay and display rate for cars is 2-4 hours £4 and all day £5. For Minibuses it is £8
and for Coaches £10 all day. Note that the machines are COINS ONLY – please
have the correct change with you to pay. No payment by phones, notes or credit
card is presently possible.
(See https://www.forestry.gov.uk/beechenhurst for full site details.

On Arrival – Assembly & Enquiries
A responsible adult from each school or group of competitors must report to the
Enquiries tent in the Assembly area at The Glade, to collect a pack for their team(s)
or competitors. This will contain number bibs, safety pins and blank certificates for
each entry.
There is no entry on the day. However, if illness or injury requires substitution of
competitors, please enter the new names on the second copy of the start list
provided in your school pack and hand it back in promptly to Enquiries. This also
includes cases where only one of a registered pair now intends to compete.
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The pairs will have one bib with a printed black number on it and a second bib with
the black number hand-drawn on. Please use only the printed black number bib if
one member of a pair drops out. A pair will be issued with only one dibber.
If there are any mistakes or changes needed to a competitor's class then this should
be done before the event by email to jofoster1924@gmail.com. Competitors must
wear their numbers on their chest, so that their number is clearly visible.
Lost dibbers will be charged to the school or responsible adult concerned at £40.
Competitors who declared their own SI dibber number on the entry form should bring
it. If you wish to use your own but have not declared it then you may use it but
please report to Enquiries and let the officials know and explain to the Start officials
immediately on arrival at the Start so the number can be noted.

Trophies
If your school has any of the trophies from last year please return them on arrival to
Enquiries at the Assembly area in ‘The Glade’ on Sunday.

Photographs
As usual, Ray Barnes will be taking photographs in several places at BSOC so that
they can be placed on the BSOA web site. John Iddles will also taking photographs
as will Steve Rush, who is BOK’s Official photographer. He will be photographing the
event around Assembly and The Finish. Ray and John will have identifying badges.
There will be no names or ages attached to photos. If you wish to use any of the
photos, then please email bsoasecretary@gmail.com for Ray Barnes,
iddlesimages.uk@gmail.com for John Iddles and highridgefc@hotmail.com for Steve
Rush/BOK photos, to ask for permission - include the photo number. We can then
email you a far higher-resolution photo. We do ask that Ray Barnes, John Iddles or
Steve Rush, as appropriate, be credited. BOK’s policy on photography at
Orienteering
events
is
on
their
website
under
Documents
at:
http://www.bristolorienteering.org.uk/sites/default/files/basic_page/documents/2017/
BOK%20Photographic%20Policy%20%E2%80%93%20Feb%202017.pdf

School Team Tents
It is advisable to bring a tent to provide shelter for clothes and for competitors before
and after their run. You are welcome to put these up in the area indicated in the
northern end of The Glade, close to the run-in funnel to the Finish. Please accept
directions from the organising team, when choosing your site, to avoid having to
move and re-erect it.

Toilets
There are permanent toilet facilities next to the Beechenhurst Café on site. In view of
the numbers attending and to avoid children crossing and re-crossing the access
road between The Glade and the car park, we will also be placing 5 portaloos in The
Glade, near to Assembly/Enquiries. Please ensure children are supervised if
intending to go over to the café or permanent toilets, across the access road and car
parking.

Traders
The Beechenhurst Lodge Café have now decided that they cannot cater for our
numbers, although they are open and offering 10% discount on their normal prices
for orienteering attendees. We now have two well-known, excellent Orienteering
Caterers, O-Nosh and Podium Catering, providing a wide range of hot and cold
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food and drink, close to Assembly and the Finish. Please bring money and support
them. Ultrasport’s extensive specialist orienteering kit & equipment shop will also be
in The Glade throughout Sunday.

BSOC - Maps
The BSOC itself is being held in the New Beechenhurst forest, broadly to the north
and east of the parking area. Maps for the BSO Championships on Sunday and for
the training event provided on Saturday have been updated by Trevor Crowe and
are 1:10,000 with 5m contours. They are printed on waterproof paper, include a
legend, and have written control descriptions Control descriptions will be available in
the Start lanes and will also be printed on the map. These are written, rather than
pictorial, for all courses, under BSOA rules.

BSOC - Punching
The electronic SI control boxes will be mounted on a silver metal stake for the
training event and a thinner plastic stake for the BSOC, along with a white/orange
orienteering kite and the control number code. An example will be available at the
Assembly area.
IT IS THE COMPETITOR’S RESPONSIBILITY TO REGISTER ACCURATELY AND
COMPLETELY AT ALL CONTROLS.
Rulings on mispunching, etc., possibly due to ‘dibbing’ too quickly, have been strictly
applied at a number of high-profile events. These Championships are no different.
There are many controls in the forest and runners can expect to see some that are
not on their course. Please make sure control codes are checked carefully. If,
however, a competitor does mistakenly ‘dib’ a control that is not theirs, this will not
matter as long as they also ‘dib’ at all the right controls, in the correct order for their
course.

BSOC - Competition Area
The competition area remains strictly OUT OF BOUNDS to all teachers and
parents and to competitors, except when actually racing. Infringement of this
risks the disqualification of your whole team. If you are concerned about the nonappearance of one of your team then please share your concerns with the organising
team, as requested above.

BSOC - Start
There is only one Start for all classes, which is 800 metres north-west of Assembly.
The route to the start is indicated with red/white tape streamers and goes from
Assembly in The Glade, east round the Go-Ape course and then along forest paths.
Part of the route to the Start is uphill. PLEASE ALLOW ENOUGH TIME TO WALK
THERE - START TIMES CANNOT BE ADJUSTED FOR LATE ARRIVAL. YOU
HAVE BEEN WARNED!!
Competitors will be called up six minutes before their start times – i.e. you
need to be at call-up a minimum of 6 minutes earlier than your start time. No
spectators/teachers/parents are allowed beyond the call-up.
Please make way for any members of the public on paths at/near the Start to walk
through. Start times are from 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
Start procedure
- 6 minutes Call up & Whistle check
-5 minutes Dibbers allocated (one per Pair) & own Dibbers checked off on list
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-4 minutes
-3 minutes
-2 minutes
-1minute

Clear & check dibbers
Collect loose written control descriptions for course, in boxes in lanes
Blank maps (for courses Year 9 and upwards)
Start Line

The Start itself is then a punching start – do not forget to dib at the start!
Note that there is no clothing dump or transfer from the Start to the Finish. Please
make your own arrangements for adequate protection, before and after the race. The
Finish is adjacent to Assembly/Enquiries, where school tents are being pitched.

BSOC - Course details
Class
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12
G13
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13

Standard
White
White
Yellow
Yellow
Orange
Orange
Light Green
Light Green
Green
White
White
Yellow
Yellow
Orange
Orange
Light Green
Light Green
Green

Length
1.8 km
2.2 km
2.2 km
2.4 km
2.8 km
3.4 km
3.9 km
4.6 km
5.1 km
2.0 km
2.2 km
2.3 km
3.2 km
3.3 km
3.9 km
4.4 km
5.2 km
6.0 km

Climb
25 m
55 m
35 m
50 m
55 m
70 m
80 m
95 m
125 m
55 m
45 m
60 m
90 m
75 m
90 m
100 m
110 m
145 m

# of Controls
13
14
12
11
11
14
14
17
18
13
15
11
13
13
14
15
19
18

BSOC - Terrain
A Forested area with some steeper slopes. Main paths are wide, open and flat, even
if muddy but otherwise ground is uneven, rough and likely to be muddy. Smaller
paths may be covered with leaves and so less clear and distinct than in
spring/summer. There are small streams and many small drainage ditches (most but
not all mapped). Some brashings (branches & off-cuts from felling) and fallen
trees/branches will be present. Any brambles should have largely died back but
there is some bracken on the courses still.
Paths to the North East of the competition area, where they are leading off the map
will have Sad Face () cards displayed. This tells competitors on all courses that
they should not go further in that direction, so they do not become lost or go off their
map. The Safety Bearing, if lost, is South and West, aiming back to Beechenhurst
Lodge area.
New Beechenhurst is used by walkers visiting the sculpture trail, dog walkers,
cyclists and a few horse riders. Please treat all other users of the park with respect.

BSOC - Finish
After their last control, all competitors enter The Glade along a path from the west
side. There is then a taped run-in ‘Funnel’ to the finish itself. All runners must then
dib at one of the control boxes next to the finish banner, at which point their race is
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over. From here they should follow the tapes to the Download tent, where they will
hand in their dibber for their result, get their print-out of all their split times, sort out
any problems, then put their maps into bags, which will be labelled with their school
or family name (for home-schooled, etc. competitors), hung in A-M &N-Z order. Map
bags can be retrieved from Map Collection at Enquiries, from after the last start at
12:30 p.m.
Competitors competing in pairs must stay together and both must be at the finish
when dibbing. If one of a pair arrives at the finish on his/her own, he/she will be
asked to remain there until their partner arrives, on penalty of disqualification!
No water is provided at the finish, so please bring enough, in your own containers.
Courses close at 2:30 p.m. Please ensure everyone is back by that time and
has reported to download to hand in their dibber - whether they have
completed their course or not.

BSOC - Results
Results will be on display, updated regularly during the race, and then available via
the British Schools Orienteering Association website at www.bsoa.org.

BSOC - Complaints Process
Complaints initially should be made in person or writing to the Organiser, Richard
Rossington, directly (who will be wearing a hi-viz ‘Organiser’ jacket) or via
Assembly/Enquiries. If the matter cannot be resolved to your satisfaction, you may
submit a protest in writing accompanied by a £5 fee to the Controller, John Fallows.
If the Controller and Organiser do not agree with the protest, the jury will be
convened as soon as possible.
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BSOC - Safety
The First Aid team will have a tent set up in The Glade, close to Assembly/Enquiries.
It is imperative that all competitors report to the finish - whether or not they
have completed their course.
The forest will be shared on the day with members of the public, as described above.
There will be official event marshals staffing a cycle path crossing in the Forest, who
will be wearing hi-viz. vests/jackets and other may be present in the forest. These
can be approached at any time, if assistance is required by any child.
Local A&E & Minor Injuries HOSPITALS
Emergency Department Gloucester Royal Hospital, Great Western Road,
Gloucester GL1 3NN Tel: 0300 4222222 (open 24 hours)
and also two Minor Injuries Units (both open 8am-11pm daily)
Dilke Memorial Hospital, Speech House Road, Cinderford GL14 3HX (on B4426 2
km East of Speech House) 0300 4218640 &
Lydney Hospital, Grove Road, Lydney GL15 5JE (on B4231 at Lydney) 0300
4218722
Organiser’s mobile phone number over the weekend will be 07970 102219. Please
note, however, that mobile phone reception in the Forest of Dean can be patchy and
erratic.
Prize Giving
The main prize giving will take place as soon as is possible around the Timber BBQ
Shelter on the Eastern side of The Glade. Spare medals for non-counters in winning
teams will be available from BSOA at £1.50 each, once the prize giving has finished.

Ultrasport look forward to supporting the British Schools
Orienteering Championships 2017 and will be present with their
stand, offering a large selection of equipment required for your
needs over the weekend and the season ahead.
We will be present on Saturday by Cannop Ponds Car Park and
Sunday in The Glade and wish all competitors our best for the
Championships. Look forward to seeing you on 18/19 November
2017.
Best Wishes The Ultrasport Family
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TRAINING EVENT - Saturday 18 November 2017
Cannop Ponds, Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire
Please do not arrive before 10:30 a.m.

Assembly / Enquiries / Parking
Please note that, because of Wild Boar comprehensively digging up our intended parking
field, we have had to move Assembly/ Enquiries/ Parking to the western side of the
Cannop ponds training area. It is no longer where indicated on the original details, supplied
with the entry forms.
It is now by Cannop Ponds car park. This is accessed by turning south from the B4226
Speech House Road into the access road, 200m east of the junction with B4234 New Road.
There is a large Green Forestry Commission ‘Cannop Ponds – Car park and picnic area’
sign. Map reference is SO611116. The nearest post code is GL16 7EQ (= Pigmy Pinetum at
the junction of B4234 with B4226 – closest post code to site.) Please note that there will not
be any Orienteering signs at the access road entrance (as this is a closed training event).
Cars and minibuses will be parked by marshals in the parking area at the end of the access
road, which has some 60 spaces and is free of charge. Please do not park on the access
road, which is narrow and easily blocked.
Coaches cannot be parked at Cannop Ponds car park. The access road, some 800 metres
long, is narrow. Please drop off entrants for the Training event at the Cannop Ponds car
park and then proceed back out using the loop, turn right on to the B4226 and then after
300m turn left into the Beechenhurst Lodge car park, where there is pay-and-display coach
parking – see main Sunday BSOC details for location and charge.
Access road

Safety in Car Park: The lake adjoining the car park is deep and has steep banks. Also
Watch out for cyclists, as well as cars, in the parking area.
Silvia Davis catering will be serving hot food and drinks plus cold drinks and snacks in the
car park, including Wild Boar sausages.
Ultrasport will be there, selling their full range of Orienteering kit and equipment.
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Maps
On arrival, a single representative of the school should first visit Enquiries to collect their
school’s bag, containing the requested maps, from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. There will be one
map per participant, generally with a course equivalent to the colour standard of their entry
for Sunday’s Championships. A small number of blank or all controls maps will also be
included, as appropriate. Controls will be available from 11:00 a.m. until the courses close
and controls start to be collected in at 3:00 p.m.
Teachers/Responsible Adults are responsible for their participants at all times and should
note the Start time and Finish of each participant.

Event format
Please note and follow this process for the event:
This is a self-organised training opportunity. Each school’s or entrant’s representative is
responsible for keeping records of who is taking part, which course(s) they are doing and
logging when they have returned. Only experienced orienteers should do anything other
than the recommended courses and should advise their representative of what they are
doing. Shadowing and supervising of participants is perfectly acceptable, as this is a training
opportunity. No results will be published.
Event officials will be on hand at the enquiries by the car park, so that any problem,
especially with regard to overdue participants, can be addressed. The responsible adult for
each entrant/group of entrants MUST report back to Enquiries before leaving the training, to
confirm that all their children have safely returned from the training.
FIRST AID will be close to Enquiries in the Cannop Ponds car park.

Safety
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

All entrants participate at their own risk. Schools and Adults remain responsible for their
pupils during the training event. It is imperative that all entrants report to the
organising officials before leaving the training.
The training area is steep and muddy in places. The Wild Boar have dug up large areas
of the forest, including some paths.
Please do not climb or interfere with timber stacks and take extra care in any areas of
recent felling.
Teachers/responsible adults must ensure that participants have suitable footwear and
all the right equipment to train.
Whistles are compulsory and may be checked at the Start
Please ensure children only attempt courses that are within their capability, fitness and
experience.
Cagoules may be compulsory in the event of bad weather.
Wild Boar are numerous in the area. They make an impressive noise but are timid. If
you see a boar it will probably run away but, if not, back away slowly and quietly and go
round.
Safety Bearing – Go downhill, go west until you meet the access road then south to the
car park. In the southern area (used only by the longer courses), go downhill, go west
until you meet the cycle track then north to the car park.

Training & courses
The Start (& Finish) for training event courses is 250 metres East of Assembly/ Enquiries.
Follow signs/ tape. Take care looking for cars and bicycles, as this route crosses the car
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park access road, which connects to a cycle path.
Controls comprise numbered stakes with an orange & white control flag. There is no SI
equipment or other punching system being used. Loose control descriptions will be
available.
Participants are welcome to rerun or revisit parts of their course; run a second course, or use
their map for practising orienteering skills and techniques. The South West Junior Squad will
also be in attendance for training.
A five colour waterproof map at the scale of 1:10,000 with 5m contours will be provided for
each entrant. A selection of suggested courses are shown below.
Terrain is very similar to Sunday’s area, a mix of different woodlands, with some delightful
runnable terrain and areas of rougher forest. Members of the public will be sharing the area.
Paths are generally muddy and therefore slippery. There has been a small amount of felling
in one corner of the woods, visited by the Green courses. Please take extra care.
Suggested Courses:
Colour

Distance

Climb

# of Controls

White

2.0 km

40 m

8

Yellow

2.3 km

65 m

8

Orange

2.8 km

75 m

11

Light Green

2.4 km

65 m

9

Green 1

2.6 km

70 m

9

Green 2

2.8 km

80 m

9

Note that there are two short Green courses to ensure less experienced entrants are not out
too long. The 2 courses are distinct, so more experienced entrants can run both.

Organiser &
Planner

Pete Maliphant (BOK)

Organiser/
Enquiries/
Safety Officer

Richard Rossington (BOK) –
richard.rossington@btinternet.com or 07970 102219 before 9 p.m.

END
10.11.2017
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